The Entente Offensive, Autumn, 1916
of nerve-racking toil that a certain spirit of hostility manifested itself between the Bavarians and the Prussians. And this never applied to officers of higher rank.
The Prussian War Ministry was represented by Major Stieler von Heydekampf, who gave me devoted assistance in my many difficult tasks.
In many directions the War Ministries complied with our requests, and I found them loyal helpers. When, however, the exigencies of war began to affect the home life of the people more and more intimately, the officials could not shake themselves free of home influences. They succumbed instead of rising superior to them, and thus failed to give the Army that moral support it so urgently needed.
I had no dealings with the General Officers Commanding the Army Corps Districts, except on questions of Patriotic Instruction. They were not under the orders of G.H.Q. Under the Belager-ungsgesetz* they were absolutely independent, and after the creation by the Reichstag of a Supreme Military Authority, in the autumn of 1916, they were made responsible to the War Ministers, as was already the case in Bavaria.
By this appointment the Prussian War Minister became of much more importance to the successful prosecution of the war. His responsibility was much greater, and he had now frankly to remind the Chancellor of his duty to strengthen moral, in order that that of the Army should not suffer. He had also to insist that order should be maintained at home from whatever quarter it was threatened. This was what the Army expected of the Prussian War Minister. The attitude of the Government and the law creating a Supreme Military Authority lowered the status of the G.O.C/s of the Corps Districts. Indeed, it was the precise object of that law which was aimed primarily at them and all their works. It is true that in the interpretation of the law relating to associations and in the application of the censorship, as well as in many other matters, it was a great disadvantage to have a multiplicity of authorities,
* Literally, the "Law of the State of Siege," corresponding in some ways to our Defence of the Realm Regulations. [!>.]

